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MORE PAY AND LESS WORK

Colonel Britton's Twelfth Weekly Commentary.

Now here is Colonel Britton to give his weekly talk to the people
of the occupied countries.

This is Colonel Britton speaking to the V army.

Last week I asked you to go slow if the work you’re doing helps
Hitler. I want to say some more about this.

Almost all the work that is done in Europe helps the Nazis. Well,

that isn’t surprising. They organise everything for their own benefit.

And you’ll find that all sorts of things which don’t appear to be

helping them are really of indirect benefit to Germany.

Take for instance your own local administration - your railway

station, your transport services, your postal service, your banks - all

these things run smoothly - if they do run smoothly - not for your

benefit but for the benefit of the Nazis,

And if you’re a railway worker or if you work in a post office

or a bank it’s up to you to do what the men in the arms factories and

the mines and the shipyards are doing - go slow.

In fact everything in Europe must go slower. It doesn’t matter

what you’re doing, take your time about it. The slower you work the

quicker you’ll win.

And after all why should you sweat for the Nazis? Working for

yourself and your family is a good thing; working for your country is

better; but to work for the Nazis is simply suicide.

Where it normally takes you 20 minutes to get to your work let it

take a bit longer. Say the train was late, or the trams were full, or the

bus had a breakdown, (if the drivers know their job it’ll be quite true

The trains and buses will be late.)

Walk slower. If it takes you a minute to walk from the cloakroom

to the place where you work, make it take a minute and a half.

If you go into a post office to buy a stamp, talk to the official

behind the counter. Talk to him. Change your mind and say you don’t

want a stamp after all. If he’s a patriot he won’t mind anyway. Ask

him to give you some information about labour regulations or old age

pensions. It all wastes time, and it helps because the Nazis have no

time to waste.

And/
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And are you getting all you can? Do they pay you enough money?
Tell your employer you want more money and better working conditions. Tell

him you want better air raid shelters. You want better rationing and

more coal for the winter. You’ll get these things if you demand them

because the Nazis depend on your work.

You know what the Nazis want of you don’t you? More work and less

pay. They want to turn you into slaves. Well, your answer is - less

work and more pay.

We in Britain are turning the factory wheels over faster and faster.

You in Europe can help by turning them over slower and slower.

See what you can do in this coming week, every one of you, to slow

up a little more. Don’t forget, this is an attack on the Nazi war

machine.

More about this next week.

Good luck to the V army and - GO SLOW.
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